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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was conducted on December 16, 2011 to determine whether the

claimant sustained a compensable injury within the meaning of the Arkansas

Workers’ Compensation laws.

A prehearing conference was conducted in this claim on November 9, 2011,

and a Prehearing Order was filed on said date.  At the hearing, the parties

announced that the stipulations, issues, as well as their respective contentions were

properly set out in the Prehearing Order, subject to further clarification as set out

below.  A copy of the Prehearing Order was introduced as “Commission’s Exhibit

1" and made a part of the record without objection.

It was stipulated that the employee/employer/carrier relationship existed at
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all relevant times, including June 1, 2011, and that the claim had been controverted

in its entirety.  At the hearing, the parties stipulated that the claimant’s average

weekly wage was $388.06, which would entitle him to weekly benefits at the

compensation rates of $258 per week for temporary total disability and $194 per

week for permanent partial disability, in the event the claim was found

compensable.

By agreement of the parties, the primary issue presented for determination

concerned compensability.  If overcome, claimant’s entitlement to associated benfits

must be addressed.  

Claimant contended, in summary, that on June 1, 2011, while changing a flat

tire on a tractor, he experienced an immediate onset of pain in his neck, shoulder,

and chest, which he perceived as a heart attack.  The claimant contended that he

was transported to the emergency room at St. Bernard’s Hospital in Jonesboro, AR,

where it was determine he was not having a heart attack, at which time the claimant

was advised to follow up with his family doctor.  The claimant maintained that the

workers’ compensation carrier allowed him to follow up with Dr. Julie Dow, who

recommended an MRI, which revealed an acute disc herniation at C6-7.  Dr. Dow

referred the claimant to Dr. Terry Lichtor, a neurosurgeon.  The workers’

compensation carrier denied the visit to the neurosurgeon, and as such, the

respondent-employer paid for the claimant to see Dr. Lichtor, who recommended

an interior cervical discectomy and fusion at C5-6 and C6-7.  At the prehearing
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conference, the claimant contended that he sustained a compensable injury to his

neck, which arose out of and during the course of his employment, entitling him to

medical benefits, temporary total disability and attorney’s fees.  At the hearing, the

claimant pointed out that since the original request for benefits, he had obtained a

second opinion from another doctor at UAMS, and was advised that surgery was

not necessary.  Accordingly, the claimant amended his contentions to only request

payment of outstanding medical expenses, together with continued medical

treatment, while reserving additional entitlements, if any.

The respondent contended that the claimant did not sustain a compensable

injury within the course and scope of his employment on June 1, 2011, while

maintaining that the claimant’s complaints and need for treatment were the result

of a pre-existing condition and action/events that did not arise out of and during the

course of employment.  Because the claimant was only off work a limited number

of days and remained gainfully employed by the employer herein, entitlement to

temporary total disability, if any, was reserved by agreement of the parties.

In addition to the claimant, his wife Sherry Lambert was called as a

corroborating witness. Bryan Clampett, the store manager at Farmers Supply and

the claimant’s supervisor, was called as a witness by respondents. The record is

composed solely of the transcript of the December 16, 2011 hearing, containing

numerous medical records.

From a review of the record as a whole, to include medical reports,
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documents and other matters properly before the Commission, and having had an

opportunity to hear the testimony of the witnesses and to observe their demeanor,

the following findings of fact and conclusions of law are made in accordance with

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-704:

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers’ Compensation Commission has jurisdiction over this

claim.

2. The stipulations agreed to by the parties are hereby accepted as fact.

3. The claimant has proven by a preponderance of the credible evidence that

he sustained a compensable cervical injury, arising out of and during the

course of his employment with Farmers Supply Association, which required

medical services and was caused by a specific incident, identifiable by time

and place of occurrence on June 1, 2011, while changing a flat tire on a

tractor for the employer herein.  The claimant’s injury has been established

by medical evidence supported by objective findings.

4. Compensability having been determined, respondents are responsible for all

outstanding hospital, medical, and related expenses, as a result of claimant’s

June 1, 2011 injury, and respondents remain responsible for continued

reasonably necessary medical treatment.

5. The claimant’s entitlement to disability benefits, if any, has been specifically

reserved.
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DISCUSSION

The relevant facts in this claim are basically undisputed.  In fact, the only

evidence presented, which is inconsistent with this claim, is the medical history

contained in the June 1, 2011 emergency room records at the St. Benards Medical

Center in Jonesboro, AR.  The claimant candidly acknowledged that when he woke

up on June 1, 2011, he was experiencing pain in his neck, which was not unusual

because of the nature of his work.  However, the claimant specifically denied

reporting a history of chest pain when he woke up, which radiated down his left arm.

Clearly, the medical history provided to Dr. Julie T. Dow on June 6, 2011 varies

significantly from the history obtained at the emergency room, more specifically, the

history obtained by Dr. Dow describes that the claimant woke up with a tight neck,

and that after lifting and changing two tires, developed scapular and chest pain that

radiated down the claimant’s arm and into his fingers.  Respondents have

controverted this claim in its entirety, maintaining that the claimant’s complaints and

need for treatment were the result of a pre-existing condition.  This conclusion is

rational when considering only the history contained in the emergency room.

However, when reviewing the record as a whole, a preponderance of the credible

evidence supports the claim.  The claimant’s work is extremely physically

demanding.  As will be reflected further below, the claimant experienced symptoms

involving his cervical spine prior to going to work on June 1, 2011.  After reporting

to work, the claimant engaged in strenuous activities involving the lifting and
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changing of a large tractor tire, at which time the claimant experienced chest pain,

which he perceived as a heart attack.  The claimant reported his symptoms to a co-

worker.  The claimant also called his wife and reported that he thought he was

having a heart attack, which prompted his wife to pick him up and take him to the

emergency room.  Diagnostic studies at the emergency room ruled out a possible

heart attack.  Subsequent medical evaluations revealed that the claimant sustained

a disc herniation at C6-7, which was the cause of the claimant’s symptoms.  Clearly,

an aggravation of a pre-existing condition is compensable under our workers’

compensation laws.  In my opinion, it is unreasonable and inconsistent with the

entire record to find that the claimant would report to work and perform the

strenuous activities which precipitated his disc herniation if he was already

experiencing the symptoms recorded in the emergency room notes.  The only

logical conclusion is that the emergency room history is inaccurate.  The record as

a whole supports the claim.

The claimant, Don Dewayne Lambright, testified in his own behalf.  The

claimant is 36 years old.  He has a high school education.  The claimant has

worked for the respondent, Farmers Supply Association, at various times, beginning

in October, 1996.  The claimant was rehired in April, 2005, and has been working

consistently for the employer since that time.  Although, the claimant’s specific job

title is tire salesman, his duties require him to perform considerable lifting.  The

claimant stated that during the summer, one of his primary duties involved going
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into the field and fixing flats and changing tires on tractors, which was another

employees job during the harvest season.  Although, upon direct examination, the

claimant stated that before June 1, 2011, he had not experienced any pain or

problems in his neck, upon further direct examination, the claimant acknowledged

reporting to the emergency room that his neck was hurting when he woke up that

morning, while explaining that it was not unusual for him to experience pain and

soreness on a daily basis.  In fact, on cross examination, the claimant stated it was

not unusual for him to have neck pain. (Tr. 10, 21, 38)

On direct examination, the claimant gave a detailed description of his work

activities on June 1, 2011, as well as a description of the symptoms that he

experienced on said date, which required him to seek medical treatment:

Q. ...What time did you get to work that morning?

A. 7:00.

Q. Okay.  Is that your normal time to clock in?

A. Yes.

Q. And did you receive a call to go out and change a tire?

A. Yes, it was about half a mile from Farmers Supply.

Q.  And did anyone go with you?

A.  Yes.

Q. What kind of tire were you changing that day?

A. We were changing a 20.8-30. It is a tractor tire.
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Q. A tractor tire, okay.  And tell me about the process of

changing that tire.

A. The process is to break the tire down or jack it up,
break the tire down, take the front tire off, take the tube
out, put the tube back in, and then spoon the tire back
on.

Q. Okay.  Now that’s a lot of work there for changing a tire
for somoeone like me, so I’ll need a little bit more detail
here.  You say you take off the front of this tire?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.  How much does that weigh?  Approximately.
You don’t have  to give a specific. 

A. Oh, okay. About just the front of it, probably about 50
pounds. It’s not - -  I have never weighed it, so I - -

Q. Okay. That’s an approximation, I understand.

JUDGE GREENBAUM:  Is this the front
tire or the rear tire?

THE CLAIMANT: It’s the rear tire.

JUDGE GREENBAUM: Okay. So, they’re
not the same size always, are they?

THE CLAIMANT: No.

JUDGE GREENBAUM: Okay. So, this
was a rear tire?

THE CLAIMANT: Yes.

JUDGE GREENBAUM: Okay. Well, I
think the question had to do with the front
tire, so I’m trying to –
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MS. YORK: Oh, I’m sorry if I was unclear
about that.
THE CLAIMANT: No, it was the rear tire.

BY MS. YORK:

Q. It was a rear tire, okay.

A. Yes.

Q. And tell me specifically, I know you have to take this
tube out, how do you do that?

A. We take the front side of the tire off. We take - - we
reach our hands into there and then pull it out.

Q. How big is that thing?

A. It’s a good seven foot tall, six foot, about six or seven.

Q. Okay. And it’s round and you’re pulling the whole thing

out?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. What kind of tools are you using? I know you’re
reaching in with your hands, but what kind of tools are
you using to get that - -

A. Tube out? No - -

Q. No tools?

A. Well, just a boom.

Q. A boom. And what - -

A. The boom pulls that tire away from the rim for us to get
our hands into the - - underneath there.
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Q. Okay. So you pulled out the tube?

A. Yes.

Q. What do you do to the tube after you pulled it out?

A. We air it up and find a hole.

Q. Okay. Do you repair it, or do you get a new tube?

A. That day we got a new tube.

Q. Okay. What do you do next?

A. We push the tube back, make usre it will not get
pinched. We lift it up with the boom, with the - - and
then we spoon it back on from the rim.

Q. And when you say spoon it back onto the rim, how are
you doing that?

A. We’re using a bar. It’s what I call a hook bar. And what
we do is go between the rim and the tire and bend it
back over.

Q. Okay. Are you doing that above your head?

A. At a point, yes, and as lower we go, it goes further
down to the bottom.

Q. Is that what you were doing when you initially felt the

pain?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. And what was the name of the coworker that you
were working with?

A. Brandon Reeves.
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Q. And did you say anything to Brandon?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. What did you do after you feel the pain?

A. Took a deep breath, trying to figure out what it was. I
thought maybe I just twinged something, and then
continued, finishing the tire up.

Q. Okay. So you were able to finish the tire?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. Now does Brandon, does he still work at Farmers

Supply?

A. No.

Q. Okay. Was he a new employee at the time?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay. What did you do after you finished that tire up?

A. We went back to the store.

Q. And did you actually go inside the store?

A. No, I never made it. The farmer, another farmer met me
at the door and told me he had a truck in the ditch and
needs to get a - - put a tire on it quick.

Q. Okay. And how were you feeling at that time?

A. I wasn’t hurting real bad at that time, no. I wasn’t - - it
didn’t really feel like - - it was like a twinge or, you
know, at that point it didn’t, you know, didn’t really hurt.
It was when on the way to that flat tire, when I was
driving, it started really, really hurting.
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Q. Okay. About how far away was the flat?

A. About 12 miles.

Q. Okay. Were you driving?

A. Yes.

Q. How did you start to feel as you were driving?

A. Oh, I started feeling a lot of pain. 

Q. Tell me about the pain you were experiencing?

A. It was continuous pain.  It felt like it was shocking,
going through, down my arm to my fingertips back up to
my chest.

Q. Okay.  Did you say anything to Brandon?

A. Yes.

Q. Was there anyone else with you at the time?

A. No.

Q. Did you call anyone?

A. Yes, I called my wife.

Q. Okay.  Why did you call your wife?

A. To tell her that I was hurting, that I started feeling this
weird pain in my shoulder blade and going down to my
fingers and back up, and I called her and told her that.

Q. What did you tell her?

A. Oh, I just told her that I was hurting.

Q. Did you tell her you thought you were having a heart
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attack?

A. Not at that moment.

MR. WADE: Your Honor, I’m going to
object to the leading.

MS. YORK: Okay.  He says not at that
moment, so I think its - -

THE CLAIMANT: It was when I got to
the flat and called
her again that I felt -
- I told her, “I think
I’m having a heart
attack,” because my
f inger t ios  were
numb.

BY MS. YORK:

Q. Okay.  So you made it to the flat?

A. Yes.

Q. Did you perform any work at that flat?

A. No. No, I did not.

Q. Was this a tractor or was this a diesel truck?

A. It was a diesel truck.

Q. Ok.  Who was changing that tire?

A. Brandon Reeves and then Joe Garcia showed up and

helped him.

Q. Okay.  Did you call Joe and ask for help?
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A. No, Joe - - I called Joe to bring me a tire, that that one

was no good.

Q. Okay.  Did you tell Joe that you were experiencing

pain?

MR. WADE: Your Honor, again, I’m
going to object to the
leading.

MS. YORK: Your Honor?

JUDGE GREENBAUM:   Sustained.  I
think the Claimant can give us his course
of conduct and history as to what he
reported.  Go Ahead.

BY MS. YORK:

Q. Mr. Lambright, what did you do when you got to the

flat?

A. The second?

Q. The second flat that day.

A. I looked over the flat and told Brandon Reeves what he
needed to do, and then seen that we didn’t have the
tire.  I called - - I just don’t remember who I called.  I
called back to the store and had them bring me a tire.
Joe Garcia is the one that brought me back the tire.

Q. Okay.  And how were you feeling at that time?

A. Oh, I was hurting.  I told - - asked Joe can he help him,

Brandon Reeves, finish it.
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Q. Okay.  What did you do next?

A. What I do next is we got - - when we got done, we got
into the truck.  We got met by Waldenburg Store saying
that we had another flat on 214 and Weiner, and I told
them, “Okay.”  I was saying, “Well, I can maybe get this
one done.”  So I didn’t - - I started driving, had to pull
over and let Brandon Reeves drive because I was just
in too much pain.  And when we got to Waldenburg, I
told him to take a right and head back to Harrisburg
because I’m hurting.  And I called my wife and told her,
“I think I’m having a heart attack.”  I said, “I can’t feel
my fingertips.  I feel a sharp pain going down my arm
back up to my chest.  I think I’m having a heart attack.”
She said she’ll meet me at Farmers Supply.  She said
she’ll be waiting at the door, I mean, at the gate, and
she said to get you to the emergency room. (Tr. 11-18)

The claimant was initially taken to the emergency room of the St. Benards

Medical Center in Jonesboro, AR.  Various diagnostic studies were performed,

which ruled out possible heart attack.  The claimant was diagnosed with having

sustained a pulled muscle and advised to follow up with his primary care physician.

The claimant stated that his wife called his employer from the hospital to report that

he did not sustain a heart attack and that Butch Hunter, the safety coordinator for

the employer came to the hospital after they released them in order to allow the

claimant to fill out workers’ compensation paperwork.  In addition, the employer took

the claimant to the company doctor, First Care, for a drug test.  I feel compelled to

point out that Dr. Dow is both the claimant’s PCP, as well as associated with First

Care.  (Tr. 20) (Cl. Ex. A, p. 26)

Again, it was only after it was determined that the claimant did not have a
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heart attack that he contacted the employer to file a workers’ compensation claim,

which was denied by the carrier, rather than the employer.  Again, it is undisputed

that the claimant timely reported his injury to his employer, which he related by

history to a work-related incident, as reflected by his testimony in response to

questions by the Commission set out below:

Q. ...You first thought you were having a heart attack?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. And they determined that you weren’t having a heart
attack, right?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. I mean, when you were making - - when you were filling
out this paperwork, which I’ve never seen, to file your
claim, were you filing for a heart attack or some other
injury?

A. Some other injury.

Q. Okay.  And what day was that that you were filing the
claim for an injury?

A. Same, same day.

Q. Same day, June 1?

A. Yes.

Q. And that was based on information that you had
received at the hospital as to it wasn’t the heart attack
but some other type of injury?

A. Yes.
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Q. And did you call your employer from the emergency
room?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.  And who did you talk to?

A. My wife called.  I was on pain medicine.  My wife called
Brian Clampitt.

Q. And to report that you - - what was she calling for?

A. She was to report that I - - what was wrong with me.

Q. And they brought you some paper work to fill out while
you were at the emergency room?

A. Yes.

Q. And who brought the paperwork to you?

A. Butch Hunter.

Q. And who is Butch Hunter?

A. He is my safety coordinator or he’s our - -

Q. And what did you tell Mr. Hunter?

A. The same - -

Q. Did Mr. Hunter ask you to give him a description of
what had happened at work?

A. Yes.

Q. And what did you tell Mr. Hunter?

A. Oh, I - -

Q. What did you report to Mr. Hunter?
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A. Oh, I told him that the doctor thinks it was a pulled
muscle.

Q. And did you tell him how you think you pulled the
muscle?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.  What did you tell Mr. Hunter?

A. Oh, I told him I must - - when I felt that sharp pain, I
must have - - that must’ve been what happened.

Q. So, You gave him - - you gave Mr. Hunter, the safety
coordinator, a history of changing this tire and
experiencing this problem, is that right?

A. Repeat please?

Q. Did you give Mr. Hunter a history of changing the tire
and experiencing pain in your shoulder and later
radiating into your arm and chest?

A. Yes.

Q. Okay.  And it was at that point that Mr. Hunter had you
get a drug test?

A. Yes.

Q. At the emergency room?

A. No, we left the emergency room and went to First Care,
that’s where they did the drug test.

Q. Okay, And when you went to First Care, did they take
any kind of history from you, or did they simply - - do
you simply go there for a drug test?

A. Simply for a drug test.
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Q. Drug test only, is that right?

A. Yes.

Q. And from day one you were telling Mr. Hunter that your
physical problems were related to this incident while
changing the tire?

A. Yes.

Q. And they never provided you with any type of medical
treatment?

A. They paid $75 for the neurosurgeon.

Q. Okay.  When did you see the neurosurgeon?

A. It was June, the end of June. (Tr. 45-48)

The medical record reflects that after his release from the hospital, the

claimant was next seen by Dr. Julie Dow on June 6, 2011.  The history given to Dr.

Dow supports the claim.  Dr. Dow treated the claimant with a steroid injection and

provided pain medication, while taking the claimant off work until June 10, 2011.

In addition, Dr. Dow ordered an MRI.  Based upon the results of the MRI, Dr. Dow

recommended a neurosurgical consult.  (Resp. Ex. A, pp. 9-10)

The claimant was seen by Dr. Terry Lichtor, neurosurgeon in Jonesboro, AR,

on June 25, 2011.  Dr. Lichtor’s report is set out in its entirety below:

I evaluated Don Lambright in the neurosurgery clinic today.  As
you know, Don Lambright (date of birth 6/25/75) fixes tires on tractors.
The patient developed neck and left arm pain on 6/1/2011.  The pain
is present constantly.  Today on exam there is pain on neck flexion.
The patient ambulates well.  The motors strength is good.  The
reflexes are 1+ and symmetric.  The toes are downgoing on babinksi.
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Pinprick sensation is diminished over the finger tips of the left had.
The patient underwent an MRI of the cervical spine that demonstrates
significant changes at C5-6 and C6-7 with mass effect on the canal.
There is an acute disc herniation at C6-7 on the left side associated
with left neuroforaminal stenosis.  There is also moderate to severe
canal stenosis of 5mm thickness and flattening of the cervical spinal
cord at this level but no evidence of cervical cord signal abnormality.
The patient should undergo an anterior cervical discectomy and
fusion at C5-8 and C6-7.  The details of this procedure including the
expected benefits, potential risks and alternative treatments were
outlined, and the patient is anxious to undergo surgery. (Cl. Ex. A, p.
38) 

Sherry Lambright, the claimant’s wife, was called as a corroborating witness.

Mrs. Lambright confirmed that when her husband woke up on June 1, 2011 he

complained about being sore, which was not unusual, but declared that the claimant

did not make any complaints of chest pain or arm pain until after the incident at

work, at which time it was thought that the claimant was having a heart attack.  Mrs.

Lambright verified that it was only after the heart attack was ruled out that she

contacted the employer and reported that the claimant’s problems were unrelated

to his heart and thought to be a pulled muscle related to fixing a flat.  (Tr. 55-58)

COMPENSABILITY

For the claimant to establish a compensable injury as a result of a specific

incident which is identifiable by time and place of occurrence, the following

requirements of A. C. A. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i)(Repl. 2002), must be established:

1.    Proof by a preponderance of the evidence of an injury arising out of and in
the course of employment;

2.    proof by a preponderance of the evidence that the injury caused internal or
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external physical harm to the body which required medical services or resulted
in disability or death;

3.    medical evidence supported by objective medical findings, as defined in A.
C. A. §11-9-102(16), establishing the injury; and,

4.    proof by a preponderance of the evidence that the injury was caused by a
specific incident and is identifiable by time and place of occurrence.

If the claimant fails to establish by a preponderance of the evidence any of the

requirements for establishing the compensability of the injury alleged, he fails to

establish the compensability of the claim, and compensation must be denied. 

Mikel v. Engineered Specialty Plastics, 56 Ark. App. 126, 938 S.W.2d 876

(1997).

The claimant has satisfied all of the requirements necessary to establish

a compensable injury.  Respondents contend that the claimant’s complaints and

need for treatment were the result of a pre-existing condition that did not arise

out of and during the course of his employment.  Indeed, the record reflects that

the claimant voiced complaints of cervical problems, which he described as

soreness on and before June 1, 2011.  However, the claimant’s pre-existing

condition was never disabling and did not require medical treatment.  In the

event the claimant had a pre-existing condition, which is not conceded herein,

the claimant’s work activities on June 1, 2011 aggravated his pre-existing

condition.  An aggravation is a new injury, resulting from an independent

incident.  See Maverick Transportation v. Buzzard 69 Ark. App. 128, 10 S.W.3d
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467 (2000).  Because an aggravation is a new injury with an independent cause,

it must meet the requirements for a compensable injury.  See Ford v. Chemipulp

Process, Inc., 63 Ark. App. 260, 977 S.W.2d 5 (1998).

It is well-settled that claimant has the burden of proving the job-

relatedness of any alleged injury, without the aid of any kind of presumption in

her favor.  Pearson v. Faulkner Radio Service, 220 Ark. 368, 247 S.W.2d 964

(1952); Farmer v. L.H. Knight Company, 220 Ark. 333, 248 S.W.2d 111 (1952). 

The burden of proof claimant must meet is preponderance of the evidence. 

Voss v. Ward’s Pulpwood Yard, 248 Ark. 465, 425 S.W.2d 629 (1970).  Under

prior law, it was the duty of the Commission to draw every legitimate inference in

favor of the claimant and to give claimant the benefit of the doubt in making

factual determinations.  However, current law requires that evidence regarding

whether or not claimant has met the burden of proof be weighed impartially,

without giving the benefit of the doubt to either party.  Arkansas Code Annotated

§11-9-704(c)(4); Wade v. Mr. C.Cavenaugh’s, 298 Ark. 363, 768 S.W.2d 521

(1989); Fowler v. McHenry, 22 Ark. App. 196, 737 S.W.2d 663 (1987).

After reviewing the evidence in this case impartially, without giving the

benefit of the doubt to either party, I find that the claimant has proven that he

sustained a compensable injury within the meaning of the Arkansas Workers’

Compensation laws.  The claimant’s course of conduct and work history

supports this claim.  The claimant described a physically demanding work
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activity, which precipitated his symptoms.  The claimant reported his physical

problems to a co-worker, Brandon Reeves, immediately after repairing a larger

tractor tire on the morning of June 1, 2011.  The record reflects that the claimant

thought he was having a heart attack, which prompted him to seek emergency

treatment.  After diagnostic testing revealed that the claimant was not having a

heart attack, but rather was related to some type of pulled muscle, the claimant

contacted his employer and reported that his problems were related to changing

the tire, at which time he requested medical treatment under workman’s

compensation.  Apparently, based solely upon the medical history contained in

the emergency room records, the respondent/insurance carrier controverted the

claim in its entirety, apparently, without further investigation.  I found the

claimant to be a credible witness.  In my opinion, I do not believe that the

claimant would have reported to work and performed extremely heavy labor had

he been experiencing chest pain radiating into his left shoulder and left upper

extremity, as noted in the emergency room records.  Rather, the medical history

contained in Dr. Dow’s report is consistent with the immediate claim, which has

been corroborated by the claimant’s wife and undisputed by the employer.  The

claimant has proven that he sustained a compensable injury.  Accordingly,

respondents are responsible for all reasonably necessary hospital, medical, and

related expenses, both to determine the nature of the claimant’s injury, as well

as to treat the claimant’s injury.  
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It is extremely fortuitous that respondents controverted this claim.  As

previously pointed out, Dr. Lichtor opined that the claimant should undergo and

anterior cervical discectomy and fusion C5-6 and C6-7.  Prior to providing the

claimant with a one time examination by Dr. Richtor, the employer showed good

faith in meeting its obligations under our workers’ compensation laws by

providing the claimant with light duty employment beginning June 10, 2011.  As

a result, the claimant’s physical condition improved.  The claimant subsequently

obtained a second opinion concerning his need for surgery and was advised that

he had a cervical disc herniation with a 70-80% chance of healing on its own, if

not overly stressed in the next year.  In fact, the neurosurgeon at UAMS felt it

was safe to allow the claimant to return to full duty employment. (Cl. Ex. A., p.42)

At the time of the within hearing, the claimant continued to be employed

by Farmers Supply Association and was performing his regular duties.  The

actions of the employer providing work for a valued employee has prevented this

claim from reaching a poor outcome.  

AWARD

Respondent, AG-Comp SIF Claims, is hereby directed and ordered to pay

all outstanding hospital, medical, and related expenses, as a result of claimant’s

June 1, 2011 cervical injury, and, respondents remain responsible for continued

reasonably necessary medical treatment.

Because no indemnity benefits have been claimed and/or awarded,
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attorneys fees are not appropriate, pursuant to A.C.A. §11-9-715.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                                                    
DAVID GREENBAUM                                 
Chief Administrative Law Judge                  


